OCCLUSION:

As well as having marginal ridges and grooves which are positioned to prevent food impaction the occlusal surface of a restoration should ensure that lateral forces are not applied to the restored tooth. Cuspal inclinations should be in harmony with the other teeth, which in older patients will have been worn down, and a restoration with steeper inclines will suffer more lateral force than is desirable. The lowering of cuspal inclines reduces harmful lateral stresses. Even more force may result if the interference provided by the now restoration becomes a starting mechanism for bruxism. The steep inclines on the restored tooth may lock with the opposing cusps and may result in increased mobility of either the restored or the opposing teeth. This traumatic occlusion will in turn result in intermittent loose contacts and loss of bone unless rectified.
ADAPTATION AND POSITION OF MARGINS:

Waerhaug demonstrated that roughened tooth surfaces did not, in themselves, irritate gingival epithelial cells with which they were in contact, but rather that the epithelium adapted to them. The roughened surfaces did however facilitate plaque retention and so he concluded that unpolished, overhanging or deficient restorations will soon be covered with plaque and "the severe gingival inflammation so often seen adjacent to such restorations is due to the bacterial rather than the mechanical irritation". Therefore he recommended that restorations finished below the gingival margin should be well polished.

Although plaque may adhere to a well polished accessible surface it is easier to remove with good oral hygiene procedures than it is from an overhanging margin, a deficient margin or a rough surface. These areas are practically impossible for patients to clean adequately, particularly if they are subgingival, and have been shown to promote plaque accumulation and gingival inflammation.

As Christensen showed in 1966 the consistent evaluation of subgingival margins is very doubtful and rough surfaces, overhanging margins or spaces between restorations and cavity walls may be unsuspected. In the case of interproximal amalgam restorations, with subgingival margins, it has been shown by Trott and Sherkat (1964)
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that "under normal clinical conditions it is almost impossible to finish the margins flush with the tooth so as not to create a likely site for plaque formation and bacterial stagnation". This may be an important factor in explaining the high incidence of plaque which Waerhaug (1975) found to occur on subgingival restorations.

Gilmore & Sheiham (1971) in a survey of 1763 patients, with suitable radiographs, found that one quarter of all proximal restorations and one third of all posterior proximal restorations had overhanging margins and that there was significantly more severe periodontal destruction associated with the posterior restorations with overhangs than with homologous teeth without overhangs. It was concluded that posterior teeth with definite overhangs were positively related to the severity of periodontal disease in the subjects studied.

Bjorn, Bjorn & Grkovic examined 225 sets of 14-film intraoral radiographs and were surprised to find that three quarters of all measurable margins were defective in some way. Where there was excess filling material the reduction in bone height, compared to homologous teeth which were unrestored or had no obvious defect, was found to bear a clear relationship to the amount of excess filling material.
Interdental papillae associated with overhanging margins shown in radiograph below.

Note the improved interseptal bone after removal of the overhanging margins.
They found it striking in a subsequent survey of 387 crowns to find that the percentage of defects was even higher, 83% for gold crowns and 74% for porcelain. This was only assessing the proximal surfaces and perhaps a still higher incidence of defects could be expected if the lingual and facial aspects of the crown margins were examined. Approximately three quarters of the defects were larger than 0.2mm and were associated with periodontal bone loss, and they remarked that "One might think that an excess or deficiency of material amounting to 0.2mm still means a fairly good fit. However for plaque bacteria a 0.2mm shelf means quite a space for living".

Following his recent clinical study of the effects on the gingiva and alveolar bone, of removing overhanging amalgam margins, in which four groups:

i) a control, with no treatment,

ii) with overhangs removed and usual oral hygiene,

iii) with professional plaque control and oral hygiene instructions,

iv) with overhangs removed, professional plaque control and oral hygiene instruction,

were examined, Highfield (1976) noted the following points:
1. The removal of overhangs and good plaque control resulted in a significant decrease in inflammation.

2. Plaque control alone showed improvement in supragingival margin areas only. This was ascribed to the difficulty in removing plaque from subgingival overhangs.

3. Removal of overhangs without plaque control had a less significant improvement than groups iii and iv. This is said to indicate that plaque retention and not mechanical irritation is the cause of the damaging effect of overhangs. (Waerhaug & Zander (1957) found plaque frequently on self-curing acrylic restorations and that overhanging margins, when present, did not demonstrably alter the tissue response. This also was taken to indicate that plaque formation and retention not mechanical irritation from an overhang was responsible for the gingival reaction.)

4. Even with good plaque control and overhang removal some gingival margins adjacent to subgingival restorations still remained inflamed. This would appear to reaffirm the undesirability of placing restoration margins subgingivally. Presumably plaque was still retained in surface defects or along the junction of the tooth and the restoration.
He states that "overhanging restorations are associated with a greater degree of gingival inflammation than other inter-proximal areas of the mouth. This effect is most apparent in a mouth with good oral hygiene because of the difficulties of adequately removing plaque from an overhanging restoration", and so inflammation of the related gingiva persists, whilst elsewhere in the mouth all is healthy.

These findings are in accord with Leon's (1976) clinical examination of 2888 Class II amalgam restorations in which no radiographs were taken and only gross defects were recorded and it was concluded that restorations with or without defects situated supragingivally were associated with little gingival disease but that irrespective of the quality of the restoration its presence at or below the gingival margin results in poorer gingival health.

Supragingival margins can be kept clean with good oral hygiene, but with defects and inefficient cleaning techniques plaque will accumulate and marginal gingivitis may occur. This will resolve if efficient plaque control is effected. This is not necessarily so with subgingival margins and it is interesting that in Waehaug's investigations into the presence of plaque on subgingival restorations, all the restorations
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had marginal defects, few amalgams had been polished and nine out of ten were covered with plaque subgingivally.

In view of the difficulty involved in achieving marginal perfection subgingivally, the principle of "extension for prevention" below the gingival margin to prevent caries should be reappraised. Waerhaug (1969) regards subgingival restorations as major aetiological factors in periodontal disease and describes the rule "extension for prevention of dental caries" as really meaning "extension for promotion of periodontal disease".

Hoover & Lefkowitz (1965) found that teeth with amalgam or gold restorations in contact with the gingival sulcus had more gingivitis than unrestored areas.

Silness (1970) found a relationship between the condition of the gingiva of bridge abutment teeth and the location of the retainer margin. Periodontal deterioration was most marked where the margins were subgingival, and less marked when they were level with the gingival crest. Supragingival margins did not seem to have changed the periodontal state which was the same as that adjacent to the control teeth.

In a later paper Silness & Ohm (1974) noted that the periodontium of patients who had received period-
ontal treatment and oral hygiene instruction and had no subgingival retainer margins in the embrasures was no better or worse on abutment tooth than on homologous control teeth. Those with subgingival margins and who had not been influenced to change their tooth cleaning habits showed considerable deterioration.

Having watched twelve specially designed crowns with sub and supragingival margins on the facial surfaces, for three years, Richter and Ueno (1973) concluded that the fit and finish of full crowns may be more significant to gingival health than the location of the finishing line. The crowns, which were said to be "atypical in regard to excellence of margins and contours", showed no statistical difference in gingival health, sulcus depth, gingival contour or plaque accumulation in relation to the sub- and supragingival margins. However slight differences that were noted invariably favoured the supragingival margin.

In contrast Mornann (1974) and his co-workers placed 16 perfectly adapted and well polished proximal inlays, which extended at least 1mm into the gingival sulcus, and provoked an inflammatory response. They ascribed the inflammation to "changes in papillary and sulcular topography, injuries to the junctional epithelium and loss of the gingival integrity".
These findings could also be used to support Waerhaug's (1953) view that the cavo-surface margin is the "weak spot" in cemented restorations, and Loe's (1968) contention that "from a periodontal point of view all margins of gold, porcelain and acrylic crowns or inlays may be considered illfitting. Due to the presence of luting material between the preparation and the restoration, the cervical margin of the latter and that of the preparation never coincide."

Valderhaug & Birkeland (1976) studied a group of 114 patients who had received 32 single crowns and 357 bridge retainers. Prior to receiving their prostheses 96 patients had had periodontal treatment and all patients had received oral hygiene instruction. The gingival margins of the crowns were placed supragingivally in all cases where it was possible having regard to retention, aesthetics and earlier restorations. After five years 98 (86%) of the patients were examined and their periodontal condition assessed. They had during the five years received six-monthly cleaning by an hygienist and been subject to a regular oral hygiene instruction programme.

Most Gingival Index Scores and sulcus depths were
unchanged after five years where supragingival margins had been placed. Where margins were in the gingival crevice however, there was an increase in inflammation and sulcus depth, and it is interesting to note that whereas initially 65% of the crown margins had been placed subgingivally, after five years only 41% were still subgingival. It was concluded that with well made fixed prostheses and satisfactory oral hygiene, there is little likelihood of periodontal damage if crown margins are located supragingivally. Subgingival margins resulted in loss of attachment, giving either increased pocket depth or gingival recession.

In 1967 Marcum, having placed 66 gold crowns with margins below, at, and above the gingival crest, in the mouths of six dogs, reported that the crowns finished at the gingival crest caused the least inflammatory response. The response to subgingival margins was described as varying from slight to severe, but the same finding was reported for supragingival margins as well. In fact it was found that the margins above the gingiva caused slightly more inflammation than those below. The inflammation adjacent to the subgingival crowns was ascribed to inadequately finished margins and the crevice between the tooth and the restoration. Marcum thought that the response to the supragingival margins was due to plaque formation
and the adherence of food debris. As he expresses concern for "a better crown contour that deflects food away from the gingival crevice" it is conceivable that this finding, which is not in accord with most other investigations, is the result of overcontouring of the supragingival crowns. But whatever the reason for this unusual result the subgingival margins were still found to be injurious to gingival health, and they were not advocated as a standard procedure.

Sanchez-Sotres and others (1969) placed buccal amalgam, silicate and resin restorations in dogs and although there were inflammatory responses, concluded that there is no contraindication to placing restorations with smooth surfaces in the gingival sulcus. The response was greater with unpolished restorations, was related to the amount of debris accumulated and was considered to be the result of bacterial irritation with defects and the texture of the restorations playing a secondary role. Particular stress was placed by the writers on teaching patients to brush correctly in areas where subgingival restorations are placed and on the necessity for the dentist to watch these areas for the development of pathology.
Gingival recession adjacent to Class V amalgam.

Three reactions to subgingival margins.
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Trivedi & Talim (1973) placed 54 Class V fillings of amalgam, silicate, acrylic and cast gold on the facial of premolars and 0.4mm into the gingival sulcus. Although after 60 days there were no clinical changes, 67% showed histological changes in the adjacent gingiva. Tissue in contact with silicate cement and acrylic resin had the highest percentage of inflammation, 81%. Some restorations were polished, some had overhanging margins, some patients were instructed to brush the area, others not to. The data compiled, indicated that "plaque and debris which accumulated on the unbrushed and unpolished surfaces were aetiologic factors in the gingivitis". Teeth with polished restorations, no overhanging margin and which were brushed showed the least inflammatory response.

The few surveys mentioned that have not criticised the subgingival placing of restoration margins, have each taken place in relationship to the facial surface of teeth, which is more accessible for cleaning. They have also emphasised the necessity for care in the preparation of the cavity and insertion of the filling material, the need to polish the restoration and the instruction of the patient in correct oral hygiene procedures. Although clinical signs of gingivitis may not have been seen, histological evidence was present in all studies.
Margins should be accessible for finishing and cleansable.

The subgingival placing of restoration margins should not be regarded as the normal practice, should be avoided if possible and when done should be regarded as a necessary compromise.

RESTORATIVE MATERIALS AND SURFACE FINISH:

Many restorative materials commonly used are believed to be inert and cast gold, gold foil, porcelain and heat cured acrylic have been shown to be well tolerated by the tissues. Polymerised self-curing acrylic is also well tolerated but chronic gingival inflammatory reactions have been shown to acrylic restorations which have polymerised in cavity preparations.

Zander in 1957, stated that self-curing acrylic, silicate, and amalgam all produced chronic inflammation and that the reaction to silicate and amalgam was similar to the reaction seen to calculus. App (1961) in an experiment on dogs found cast gold restorations to be well tolerated, but also described a tissue response to silicate and amalgam similar to that described by Zander. The inflammatory effect from calculus has been shown to be the result of plaque retention on the surface of the calculus not mechanical irritation from its roughness.
Self-curing resins probably are irritating during polymerisation, but once polymerised should no longer be a source of irritation. Similarly silicate cement may irritate during setting, but it is very difficult to assess the subsequent effect of its chemical instability. Waerhaug and Zander (1957) observed that crevices existed between resin restorations and the tooth. Zander also said in 1957 that "a common finding was a crevice at the margin between the silicate cement and the wall of the cavity." Having examined cavities filled with silicate or composite resin, Brannstrom & Nyborg (1971) found it "evident that large amounts of bacteria can occur under unlined cavities filled with materials that contract during hardening, to leave a space between the filling and the cavity wall," and that it was "of interest to note that the uniform bacterial layer at the bottom of the cavity was largely as wide as the space for this type of fillings" (sic).

These spaces between restoration and tooth are areas for plaque retention and if situated beneath the gingiva cannot be cleaned. The gingival inflammation observed is more likely to be the result of bacterial plaque than irritation from the filling material. In view of these inherent marginal defects it is unwise to extend silicate or resin restorations beneath the gingival margin.
Similarly although in vitro studies have shown injury to gingival fibroblasts and HeLa cells, presumed to be caused by ions produced during amalgam corrosion, the frequent lack of reaction to pieces of amalgam accidently introduced into the tissues, indicates that gingival inflammation, adjacent to amalgam restorations, may not be the result of an inherent chemical irritation from the material but may come from some other cause.

Rather than chemically or mechanically irritating features, the retention of bacterial plaque by restorations is a more likely source of gingival inflammation. In addition to the normal setting contraction the polishing of silicate restorations may result in small marginal fractures.

The gradual erosion of the restoration may give rough margins which retain plaque, or loss of contact which encourages food impaction and subsequent damage to the papilla.

Composite resins, as well as contracting, have been shown to accumulate plaque more quickly than enamel and other restorative materials and cannot be satisfactorily polished, although Heath & Wilson (1976) state that "a good surface can be restored to composites by the use of an effective glazing agent".
Small defects which are the result of porosity and resemble pits and small lumps are difficult to avoid in acrylic resin. Wictorin (1972) considers that with tooth brushing these microdefects may become scratch marks which make the removal of plaque and debris difficult. Ramfjord (1974) says that the absorption of bacterial toxins by acrylic also may make it irritating if in contact with the gingiva.

It has been recommended by Larato (1971, 1972) that the outline form for silicate and resin restorations should be limited to the extent of the carious lesion and that "only materials that 1) are insoluble in the mouth fluids, 2) have good dimensional stability and marginal seal and 3) retain a surface smoothness after polishing, should be used in cavities that extend to or below the gingival crest".

Although Skjorland (1973) found, in vitro, that plaque formation on silicate cement appeared initially to be inhibited, Larato (1971) noted that of 184 silicate restorations stained for plaque 153 (83%) gave positive results. Proximal restoration defects were the result of poor anatomy or contact and class V faults were in marginal finish or seal. Plaque retention was particularly noticeable adjacent to or beneath the free gingiva, and was affected by the degree of erosion of the material.
waerhaug (1957) considered that zinc oxyphosphate cement was well tolerated by the epithelium under favourable conditions and was less irritating than self-cured acrylic. The cement surface he regarded as a weak spot in restorations because a microscopic seal was difficult to obtain and refuge was provided for bacteria and plaque formation facilitated.

The mechanical and biological limitations of restorative materials should be understood and careful thought given to their use in suitable locations. Damage done by the materials themselves is not significant but intrinsic defects such as contraction on setting, tendency to retain plaque as with composite resin, disintegration in oral fluids and inability to take and keep a polish, are significant in attempting to avoid gingival inflammation with possibly more extensive consequences.
CHAPTER 7.

With the advent of the air turbine, the improvements of porcelain, the capability of fusing porcelain to metal and the availability of easily manipulated and accurate impression materials, the full coverage restoration has become far more commonly used than it used to be. Where once a gold inlay may have been used to restore an anterior tooth, now a porcelain fused to gold full veneer crown is often the chosen restoration. Where intra-coronal retainers or partial veneer crowns may have been used for bridge abutments now advantage is taken of the increased retention and better aesthetics of full coverage gold, or porcelain fused to gold, crowns.

By its very nature a full coverage crown presents a greater periodontal hazard than any other restoration. Its contour, occlusion and proximal relationship have to be re-created after the preparation is complete and its cavo-surface margin is the circumference of the tooth. Its success or failure periodontally depends to a large extent on the following features:

i) contour,

ii) relationship of margin to gingiva,

iii) accuracy of marginal adaptation.
CONTOUR:

The importance of a restoration's contour has been discussed and the attainment of a satisfactory shape in a full coverage restoration requires careful consideration and attention by a dentist. Many appear not to take into account the bulk of material that is required to ensure strength, accurate fit and correct tooth shading in a full crown particularly when porcelain fused to metal is to be used. Teeth are frequently underprepared and in attempting to gain sufficient strength or an acceptable shade, technicians have no alternative but to overcontour the restoration.

It is aesthetically desirable that restored teeth approximate as closely as possible the shape of natural teeth and from a periodontal point of view that they should not enhance the retention of plaque on the interproximal, lingual and facial cervical surfaces by having excessive supragingival bulges.

In a survey of fifty full crown restorations compared with their unrestored homologous counterparts, Parkinson (1976) found that generally there was an increase in facio-lingual size at the height of contour.
Acrylic crown UL1 overcontoured at disto-facial line angle.

Porcelain crown UL1 overcontoured at mesio-facial line angle.
Eighty percent of cast metal crowns had a greater faciolingual dimension than their unrestored contralateral equivalents and all porcelain fused to metal crowns were from 0.2 to 1.6mm thicker. Another fifty crowns were measured in a technician's laboratory and a similar finding was made. A statistically significant increase in plaque retention on the restored teeth compared with their controls was also noted. This supports Yuodelis Weaver & Sapkos (1973) in their contention that over-contoured restorations increase plaque retention.

Ramfjord (1974) refers to "double contoured" crowns where a technician "makes an anatomically correct crown superimposed on a preparation which ended short of the cementum enamel junction, and the result is an anatomically abnormal relationship between the crown and the gingiva enhancing plaque retention". Carefully trimmed models and observation of the homologous tooth if present should reduce the incidence of such errors.

In the writer's experience the most common fault resulting in overcontouring is the under preparation of teeth at the facial proximal line angles. Frequently insufficient tooth structure is removed to allow for the restorative material which is to replace it and the resulting increased bulk of the restoration encroaches on the interdental papilla. This invasion of the
Overcontoured restorations which fill the embrasures and have excessive supragingival bulges. The gingiva is fibrotic and inflamed.

Porcelain crown UL1, lacks distal contact and is overcontoured - split papilla.
embrasure can be so marked that it is no longer possible for the embrasure to be cleaned. It is important that correct oral hygiene procedures are still practicable when restorations have been completed.

RELATIONSHIP OF CROWN MARGINS TO GINGIVA:

Traditionally these restorations were always carried below the gingival crest to avoid the recurrence of dental caries, to increase retention and to provide a more aesthetically pleasing restoration. In the light of our present knowledge of the accumulation of plaque at cavosurface angles which are not perfectly finished, the uncertainty of ensuring perfection in subgingival margins and the difficulty in controlling plaque in subgingival imperfections, the routine practice of extending the margins of restorations below the gingival crest is difficult to justify.

Where teeth have been restored previously, or there is extensive caries, the need to finish the preparation on sound tooth structure may require entering the gingival sulcus. Short clinical crowns may require extension for retention, but in some cases this may be avoided by the use of pins. Probably the most common reason for subgingival extension is aesthetic; particularly in the restoration of upper anterior teeth. Patients submitting to expensive and extensive crown and bridgework
generally have a high expectation of the appearance of the finished product. But, if in restoring a broken down unsightly tooth to proper form and function, a gingival problem were created or further periodontal disease were initiated, it would be poor therapy.

It may be desirable for a patient with a high lip line that the gingival margin of a crown be concealed but the need is not so pressing for a patient who does not show the gingival third of his teeth. Where possible, entry into the sulcus should be avoided, and when it cannot be avoided it should be done with caution.

Newcomb (1974) having discarded nine crowns with defective labial margins or overcontoured labial surfaces from a group of 75 anterior full veneer crowns, assessed gingival inflammation at the mid-point of their labial aspect. He found that teeth with subgingival margins showed significantly more gingival inflammation and sulcus depth than their uncrowned control teeth. The closer the margin of the crown was placed to the bottom of the sulcus the greater was the inflammation and the least inflammation was shown when the crown margin was at the gingival crest or just into the sulcus.
Placing the gingival margin of full coverage crowns at or just below the gingival crest generally will ensure that the axial walls of the preparation are long enough to provide retention and cause a minimal amount of damage to the supporting tissues during preparation and after insertion of the crown.

The previously discussed hazards of the sub-gingival extension of restorations are even more marked for full coverage crowns because the gingival margin is so much longer, and includes both the mesial and distal embrasures. The finishing line on the proximal surfaces should follow the contour of the interdental papilla and not slice through in a straight line from the facial to the lingual. An incorrect proximal finishing line will cut gingival fibres, damaging the attachment, in an area which is already susceptible to plaque accumulation and disease.

Larato (1975) found deeper gingival sulci adjacent to teeth with crowns that had subgingival margins than adjacent to unrestored teeth and considered that pathologic pocket depth is more commonly related to such teeth than to unrestored teeth. Silness (1970) in his comprehensive study of periodontal conditions in patients with fixed bridges found the most harmful effects on the periodontium seemed to be
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produced on those teeth with subgingival crown margins. Mannerberg (1971) in a survey of his own patients decided that "despite an apparently clinically acceptable result it appears that the porcelain crown whose cervical border is placed down to 'half the depth of the gingival pocket' implies a risk for permanent inflammatory irritation of the gingiva".

Bergman, Hugoson, & Olsson (1971) noted that one year after cementation the Gingival Index of teeth restored with crowns which had subgingival margins was higher than for those with supragingival finishing lines and although after two years the differences were not considered significant, they stated that they considered that "the risk of clinically demonstrable gingival injury is greater when the crown margins are placed subgingivally".

Valderhaug & Birkeland's (1976) five year survey of patients with crowns and bridges showed that only those patients with subgingival crown margins had increased sulcus depth. They also had greater loss of attachment than the patients with gingival and supragingival margins and had higher Gingival Index scores. One third of the margins placed beneath the gingiva were no longer subgingival after five years.
This seems to indicate increased sulcus depth or gingival recession as consequences of placing crown margins subgingivally.

Gingival recession is often associated with subgingival crown margins and its possible relationship to subgingival tooth preparations in teeth with bony dehiscences has been mentioned earlier.

**MARGINAL ADAPTATION:**

Loe (1968) regarded the margins of all crowns and inlays as illfitting from a periodontal viewpoint, due to the unavoidable presence of cement. Waerhaug (1953) saw the junction of a restoration and tooth as "the weak point" which provided refuge for bacteria and encouraged the retention of plaque. The less accurate the fit of a restoration the greater the amount of exposed cement and consequently the likelihood of plaque accumulating on its rough surface. A good marginal fit is essential to maintain healthy gingiva around a crowned tooth.

Cervical margins which are located subgingivally with exposed cement cannot be adequately cleaned and plaque may cover the cement not long after the insertion of the restoration. It is reasonable to assume that the greater the exposure of cement, the more plaque will
Acrylic crowns UR1, UL1 with deficient labial margins.

Porcelain crown, UL1, with labial overhanging margin.
be present, and therefore it is desirable that as little cement as possible should be exposed. Also, even if as Waerhaug (1956) states, the chemical irritation caused by the cement itself is minor, it is not desirable that more irritation than necessary be caused by extensive exposure of cement margins.

Bjorn, Bjorn and Grkovic's (1970) assessment of proximal defects in 83% of 275 gold crowns and 74% of 98 porcelain crowns examined gave a striking indication of the incidence of marginal shortcomings in full coverage restorations and prompted them to suggest that an attempt be made to analyse the factors behind the lack of exactness in marginal adaptation that they found. The periodontal hazard that these marginal defects constitute is indicated by the bone loss which was associated with substantial defects (i.e. in excess of 0.2mm) in this survey.

It is of passing interest to note that in a study of crowns placed on anterior teeth by students at the Adelaide Dental School, Janenko (1976) found more overhanging margins associated with porcelain crowns than with porcelain fused to gold crowns but larger marginal gaps were more frequently related to the latter.
Acrylic crowns UR1 and UL2. UR1 has overhanging margin and 4mm pocket on labial.

Porcelain crown UR2 has overhanging labial margin and gingival recession.
Waerhaug in 1953 expressed concern not only about plaque retention on the surface of exposed cement but also in recesses in the cement, where bacteria once having invaded would be unlikely to be eliminated. He also felt that cells and tissue fluids would be more likely to be caught in defective margins and that the products of their subsequent degeneration and death would "ooze out and irritate the surrounding epithelium".

In order to reduce the exposed cement area at the margin of a seated restoration, a bevelled shoulder preparation has been advocated by Silness and Hegdahl (1970). The less the angle of convergence of the bevel the better is said to be the result. Shoulder preparations are said to give the greatest exposure of cement as the result of a marginal discrepancy or incomplete seating home of a restoration. Chamfer and full bevel preparations fill an intermediate position between the bevelled and full shoulder preparations in regard to cemental exposure.

Venting of restorations when being cemented is an established and effective method of more fully seating a full coverage crown. After cementation every care must be taken to ensure that particles of cement are not left in the sulcus otherwise severe inflammatory reactions with pus formation may result.
Porcelain crown UR2 - mild gingivitis.

Porcelain crowns UR1 and 2, UL1 and 2. Gingiva reasonable but embrasure between UL1 and 2 too reduced and there appears to be some gingival recession.
Wise and Dykema (1975) experimentally have shown porcelain to be more easily cleaned than the gold to which it is fused and Type C gold. Newcomb in 1974 although recording more gingival inflammation for teeth with porcelain and porcelain fused to gold jacket crowns also noted significantly lower plaque scores for the crowns than for homologous uncrowned teeth. Similar observations were made by Chen May-lin. (1976) Newcomb related the inflammation to the proximity of the crown margins to the bottom of the sulcus; Chen May-lin to the marginal fit and its relation to the gingiva. Plaque accumulated not on the crown but at the margin.

Although it does not have immunity to plaque formation glazed porcelain does appear to have a lower plaque retaining and debris collecting susceptibility than other restorative materials. This of course is a great advantage in a restorative material and makes it an excellent choice for full coverage crowns. However the effect that a porcelain restoration has on its surrounding tissues, as with all restorative materials, depends, in the main, on its contour and the position and integrity of its margins.
Marginal gingivitis adjacent to class V restorations and acrylic crown. Plaque disclosed on crown and composite resin restoration on mesial of UL1.

Plaque and stains retained on natural teeth but not disclosed on porcelain crown.
CHAPTER 8.

A fixed bridge can be used to restore the function of the teeth it replaces or to improve a patient's appearance. It should be cleansable, comfortable and acceptable to the oral tissues and if well designed and well finished, is an excellent prosthesis. Bridges may also be used to prevent damage to adjacent and opposing teeth which may be caused by their shifting after the loss of a tooth. However when a tooth is lost the adjacent or opposing teeth do not always move and if movement does occur, it does not necessarily result in periodontal damage or occlusal disturbance.

The replacement of an extracted tooth by a fixed prosthesis, may be prudent in order to maintain contiguity of the dental arch and prevent tooth movement, food impaction or bone loss, if it is done soon after the removal of the tooth. When a tooth has been missing for some time however, and there are no signs of any damage to the supporting structures, nor are function or aesthetics impaired, the insertion of a fixed prosthesis may be unnecessary and could introduce problems such as gingivitis, food retention and impaction, destructive occlusal forces or pulpal damage, where previously no problems existed.
The effect of a fixed bridge on the periodontal structures will depend on the reaction of the tissues to -

i) its retainers,
ii) its pontics,
iii) and the occlusal forces.

**RETAI NERS:**

The characteristics of contour, contact, occlusion, surface finish, adaptation and the positioning of margins which have been discussed for restorations in general are, of course, equally applicable to fixed bridge retainers. Full coverage crowns are now more commonly used as abutment retainers for fixed bridges; they can give good retention and porcelain fused to metal can offer pleasing aesthetics.

The use of full coverage crowns in a mouth which is highly susceptible to caries is advantageous but under normal circumstances the advantages to be gained should be weighed against the conservation of tooth structure, the decreased amount of restorative material in proximity to the gingiva and the lesser insult to the pulp which would result from the use of a part coverage retainer.
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Silness (1970) found, after comparing 242 abutment teeth with full and partial crowns used as retainers with their homologous teeth, that abutments which had complete crowns with full coverage had larger amounts
of soft deposits, more severe gingivitis and greater sulcus depth than their controls. This was regardless of whether the patients had been instructed in methods of improving their oral hygiene, or not. The periodontal condition of abutments with complete crowns which did not have subgingival margins and partial crowns with limited coverage did not differ significantly from their homologous controls in patients who had been instructed in oral hygiene.

Patients who had had oral hygiene instruction and had subgingival crown margins, showed a marked difference in gingival inflammation between the abutments and the control teeth when compared with the difference in a similar situation in non-instructed patients. The inflammation is more apparent when the rest of the mouth is healthy and its presence "confirms the common clinical observation that healing around subgingival margins cannot be obtained unless the margins are made accessible for tooth cleansing."\(^{108}\)

From a periodontal point of view the selection of a full crown or part as an abutment is not as important as the extent of its coverage. In his extensive studies of patients with bridges, Silness (1970, 1974)\(^ {112}\) Silness and Ohn (1974) consistently related the amount of plaque retention, gingivitis and the sulcus depth of
abutment teeth when compared with their homologues, to the presence of subgingival margins. The periodontal health of patients who did not have subgingival retainer margins was related to their oral hygiene.

These findings were also applicable to abutments which were joined together as well as to single unit retainers. In patients who had not had periodontal treatment or been taught oral hygiene the embrasure areas between joined abutments which had the margins of both retainers subgingivally showed significantly poorer periodontal health than the areas with which they were compared. Many had visible soft deposits and almost all bled on gentle probing. Considerable changes were found to have occurred in these embrasures and it was thought that the "impact" of two subgingival margins on the one papilla may have been the explanation. The inflammation was sometimes affected by overextension of the interproximal soldered joint which made the embrasures less accessible for cleansing. The authors discouraged "the use of bridge designs with two or more end abutments in cases where subgingival retainer margins have to be used especially in recipients who do not practice appropriate tooth cleansing methods".
Ninety-eight patients, with fixed prostheses, were examined by Valderhaug and Birkeland (1976) five years after the restorations were inserted. The mean sulcus depth of the teeth involved had increased only where the crown margin was subgingival or level with the gingival crest. Sulcus depths of 3mm or more were most frequent when the margins were subgingival and 83% of the sulcus measurements for supragingival margins were 2mm or less. Sulcus depth and gingivitis were unchanged after five years in most of the cases where margins had been placed supragingivally, but margins which had been placed in the gingival sulcus were associated with an increase in gingival inflammation and sulcular depth. More than one third of the margins which had originally been subgingival were above the gingival crest when the patients were re-examined.

The patients, during the five years, had participated in an oral hygiene programme and although the overall periodontal changes which occurred during the survey period were not great, those that did take place were, in the main, associated with subgingival restoration margins.
Makila and Salonen (1975) found that of a group of bridges which had been made between 1962 and 1971, and which they were able to examine, 23% of the partial crowns used had failed. Cement had broken in 13% and 22% of the abutments had caries at their margins. Despite these findings full coverage crowns should not be regarded as panaceas in fixed prosthesis construction and each case must be considered and treated with appreciation of the conditions and circumstances which are related to it. Full crowns may be necessary for retention or protection in one case and partial coverage or intracoronal retainers more than enough to ensure retention in another.

The important factor in maintaining a healthy periodontium supporting abutment teeth is not selecting a complete or partial crown as a retainer, but rather, having chosen the type of restoration necessary, ensuring that as little incursion as possible is made into the gingival sulcus. When retainers are joined adequate allowance must be made, when positioning the joint, for interproximal cleansing.

**PONTICS:**

The tissue contacting surfaces of bridge pontics are usually porcelain, acrylic or gold. The acceptability of glazed porcelain to the epithelium is generally acknowledged, but there is disagreement concerning gold
and acrylic when they are used on the gingival surfaces of pontics.

After three months Allison and Bhatia (1958) found extensive inflammatory changes under acrylic pontics placed in monkeys to replace first molars, but very little change under porcelain. Cavazos (1968) noted dramatic response to acrylic pontics after four months and a lesser response to gold, but concluded that both these materials are undesirable as tissue contacting surfaces. Gade (1965) considered that gold, properly handled, may be satisfactory, but that the structure of acrylic is likely to change over a time "due to water imbibition and internal strains caused by temperature changes".

Podshadley (1968) having examined four glazed porcelain, five unglazed but polished porcelain, five acrylic and four gold pontics, after six months, decided that although they all produced some changes, they were all equally well tolerated by the tissues.

Stein (1966) after the examination of five hundred pontics decided that all materials were susceptible to plaque formation and calculus deposits and that rather than the type of material used, the surface finish and shape of the pontic were the important features that
Calculus beneath acrylic pontics. It may also form on porcelain or gold, but is not evident radiographically.
determined the state of health of the ridge. The tissues adjacent to more than 33% of the pontics examined showed clinical evidence of inflammation. Many bridges which had no evidence of underlying inflammation were removed because of recurrent caries or technical failure and over 95% of these patients "had red ulcerative lesions of the residual ridge mucosa corresponding to the area circumscribed by the pontic's undersurface". The most severe lesions were beneath poorly designed stress-broken bridges and under pontics adjacent to the abutments of long span restorations.

The subject of pontic design is one on which there are many views. Function and hygiene are the important factors in posterior bridges, but in the anterior region design may have to be compromised for aesthetics. To find what he considered to be a satisfactory design for a pontic's gingival surface Stein made eighteen meticulously polished and glazed ridge-lapped pontics for nine patients with above average oral hygiene. (That is pontics fitted to the facial aspect of the mucosa but curving away from the ridge crest on the lingual side). Three patients had gold undersurfaces, three had acrylic and three had porcelain. Almost all the pontics developed some degree of inflammation which became worse after instruction in the use of floss silk was given. With a ridge-lapped surface it was claimed that floss silk scrapes the mucosa and depresses debris into the
the irregular undersurface of the closely adapted pontic and acts as a mechanical irritant which increases the inflammatory response.

When the more lingual part of the undersurface was removed the "ulcerated lesions" almost disappeared in thirty days. When the undersurface was reduced to a point contact the red areas completely disappeared in thirty days. These results were with polished and re-glazed surfaces; if the undersurfaces were not repolished or re-glazed after adjustment there was little remission of the inflamed areas. Modifying the outline form without ensuring surface smoothness did not prevent inflammation.

Thirty more restorations were made with "pin point" contact and they remained free of inflammation. With minimal tissue contact and a well polished surface the underlying ridge remained healthy regardless of the material used. These observations were made over a ten year period.

Stein regarded the best pontic design to be a "modified ridge lap" in the posterior region and a "lap facing" in the anterior region with a pin point contact on the facial slope of the residual ridge. All surfaces should be convex and highly glazed or polished. He found that although initially routine pin point contact on the mucosa was made by the pontic, after a
month there was no contact between the mucosa and the pontic. Reynolds (1968) described this type of contact, which he also advocated as being "minimal, free of pressure, and thought of as having saliva contact rather than tissue contact".

In his study of 279 pontics Cavazos (1968) concluded that the adaptation of a pontic to the ridge and the depth to which a cast is scraped to adapt the pontic, were very significant in causing unfavourable tissue changes which ranged from mild inflammation to acute ulceration. He found gold and acrylic undesirable as tissue contacting materials and to maintain healthy, hygienic conditions for a fixed prosthesis advocated that pontics "be constructed of highly glazed, high fusing porcelain of an ovoid design with a minimal adaptation to the tissue and properly reinforced with a gold alloy casting".

Pontics with excessive tissue contact, such as the saddle shaped, which sits astride the alveolar ridge, as well as being more likely to foster inflammation, are said to pre-dispose the gingiva to hyperplasia and gingivitis. Pontics which extend apically beyond the ridge and impinge on the alveolar mucosa cause irritation and inflammation.
Saddle shaped pontics with reduced embrasure space. There is inflamed hyperplastic tissue around pontics and marginal gingivitis around full coverage retainers.
Gade (1965) advocated saddle shaped pontics, which he said reduced plaque and food retention and could "rest in contact with mucosa without causing clinical signs of irritation provided that no pressure at all is exercised on the tissues". Stein's (1966) subsequent findings do not support this contention as a general rule and have shown that inflammation is less with reduced tissue contact lingual to the crest of the ridge, if the under surface is polished. Highly polished saddle shaped pontics may also be non-irritating but the modified ridge lap design advocated by Stein has been shown to produce good results.

A high glaze or polish and lack of pressure on the mucosa are two generally accepted requirements to reduce inflammation on the ridge beneath a pontic. Gold to porcelain or gold to acrylic margins in contact with the mucosa are recognised as undesirable. The join provides a site for bacterial accumulation.

Reinforcement of a pontic to provide rigidity is also important for the health of the underlying ridge. Stein (1966) found that the most severe lesions, which had not been obvious before the bridges were removed, were under stress-broken and long span prostheses.
A flexible framework will subject the underlying tissues to intermittent pressures which may be just as injurious as permanent pressure. "Proliferation of mucosa along the pontic margins seems to be typical for pontics moving slightly against the ridge." Sufficient bulk of supporting gold, particularly in the gingivo-occlusal dimension, must be used to ensure rigidity. It may also be necessary to increase the number of abutments to reduce movement of a long span bridge which otherwise would have insufficient periodontal support. In such a case Silness and Ohm's (1974) previously mentioned findings concerning joined abutments should be borne in mind.

Embrasures between abutments and pontics, pontics and pontics and between abutments should be sufficiently wide to allow efficient cleansing.

Satisfactory conditions for the maintenance of good oral hygiene are difficult to obtain when crowded or malaligned teeth are being replaced or used as abutments. For a satisfactory result, it is often advantageous to remove one or more teeth to give better form rather than fabricate a bizarre prosthesis which is neither aesthetic nor healthy.
Bizarre and unhealthy fixed bridges.
Bizarre and unhealthy fixed bridges.
OCCLUSAL FORCES:

Stein (1966) considered that the occlusal dimensions of pontics should conform to those of the remaining teeth, and if possible recreate the anatomy of the missing tooth. He stated that buccolingual reduction in width does not allow the correct movement of food away from teeth and introduces a situation similar to a malpositioned tooth, with possible gingival proliferation. Others have advocated some reduction in buccolingual width to reduce the area covered by the pontic base or to reduce the occlusal forces on the abutments. The elimination of occlusal interference whilst maintaining occlusal contact, positioning proximal contact points towards the buccal ensuring that the lingual embrasures are longer and wider than the buccal and establishing marginal ridges are important aspects of protecting the supporting structures and minor variations in the width of the occlusal table may not matter.

Although the cusps, inclines and grooves on the occlusal surface of teeth improve their efficiency and should be reproduced on restorations, the restored occlusal anatomy should be in harmony with the patient's existing occlusal form. Occlusal inclines on restorations that are steeper than the inclines on the natural teeth will place excessive lateral forces on the abutments.
These forces may result in either the loss of the retainer, the shifting of the abutment or increased mobility of the abutment. If a patient's teeth are well-worn, this wear should be reproduced on restorations, which should not be designed to some preconceived idea of proper shape but should conform occlusally with the remaining teeth.

Premature, uneven or uncomfortable contact of restorations may result in a patient clenching or grinding his teeth, and if this is combined with steep inclines which cause cusps to interlock, mobility and bone loss may result.

Ross (1972) suggests that large occlusal contacts "may produce destructive forces when they are in heavy contact with large contacts of opposing teeth for long periods". Long steep opposing cusps may result in destructive lateral forces rather than forces directed along the long axis of the tooth.

Restorations should, ideally, produce vertical forces which are confined within those parts of the crown directly supported by the roots. An inclined tooth will not stand up to forces as well as one that is erect.
Although clinically the crown may appear to be satisfactorily placed, there is a normal difference between the crown and root axes of teeth which often makes it difficult to achieve ideal axial loading.

The injury which results from incorrect occlusal loading may not produce clinical signs, but may only be visible radiographically in the early stages; often in the furcation area. Clarke (1976) states that although "radiographic analysis, Ante's Law, occlusal analysis, periodontal assessment and inter- and intra-arch relationships" may indicate teeth which are not suitable abutments, a "proposed abutment tooth which adequately satisfies all of these considerations may still be unable to respond physiologically to increased loads". However if these considerations are disregarded the tissue response is likely to be unsatisfactory. The biological response of the periodontal support is not predetermined but will vary in individuals just as individuals' responses to poor oral hygiene do. Consequently he advocates careful radiographic assessment of bridgework to reveal signs of occlusal trauma on the attachment apparatus of the abutments.

If not done soon after the extraction, the replacement of lower first molars with fixed bridgework often
presents a dilemma. The second molar may have tipped lingually and mesially and the mesial aspect may have a deepened gingival sulcus. If a bridge is made, the mesial tooth structure of the tilted second molar should be removed and the crown carved as an upright tooth in order to direct the occlusal force more within the crown and along the long axis of the tooth. Because of the forces involved and the tilting of the second molar the results are uncertain. The replacement of second molars satisfactorily is even more uncertain. The roots of third molars are normally directed distally and any mesial tilting after the extraction of the second molar greatly accentuates what was originally an unsatisfactory crown-root relationship.

When a tooth has been missing for some time, if there is occlusal stability and no discomfort, despite the drifting or tilting of teeth, it is doubtful that its replacement would be of any benefit. In the case of lower molars a possible consequence is the loss of the abutments as well as the tooth being replaced.
In the preceding pages the writer has attempted to illustrate how, in treating dental caries or replacing missing teeth, an environment may be created which fosters periodontal disease. This environment results, not so much from operative procedures followed in carrying out treatment but rather from features of finished restorations which facilitate the retention of bacterial plaque in proximity to the gingiva.

Although damage apical to the cemento-enamel junction may result in an apical down growth of epithelium, the junctional epithelium appears well able to handle and repair injuries to the dento-gingival attachment which may occur during operative procedures. On the other hand an inflammatory reaction, on the part of the junctional epithelium, to persistent irritation, may cause deepening of the gingival sulcus.

The integrity of subgingival margins is difficult to assess and marginal defects accumulate bacterial plaque, which if located at the cervical margin of a restoration may proliferate apically, causing inflammation of the junctional epithelium and loss of periodontal attachment. This is a reason why "extension for prevention" of dental caries has become a controversial subject.
Some now consider that a visible well-finished margin provides better protection against secondary caries and is more conducive to oral health than a margin placed in an area in which it is not visible, cannot be adequately assessed or cleaned and may well encourage periodontal disease.

Most published reports of surveys and research indicate the undesirability of placing margins subgingivally because of the difficulty which exists in removing plaque from the surface of the restorations and from marginal defects. It has been shown that in patients who have been instructed in oral hygiene and maintain a good standard of tooth cleanliness inflammation still persists in the presence of subgingival restorations. In fact it is more noticeable because of the high standard of health of the rest of the periodontal tissues.

Waerhaug (1976) has advocated the use of an interdental brush to remove plaque from subgingival interproximal restorations and suggests that if restorations are extended subgingivally they should be
designed with the use of such a brush in mind, and allow access for it. Although the brush could not remove plaque adjacent to overhanging margins, it is claimed to prevent its apical proliferation.

The use of restorative materials which contract when setting, are unable to take and hold a good polish, disintegrate in the oral fluids or have other plaque accumulating characteristics, is undesirable in close relationship to the gingiva. For this reason silicate cement, composite resin and self-curing acrylic restorations should be limited to the extent of carious lesions and should not extend to or below the gingival crest.

The marginal integrity of restorations must be assured and the margins placed so that they are accessible for cleansing. Similarly the contours of restorations must allow adequate access for cleaning interproximally and not provide excessive facial and lingual supragingival bulges which may tend to retain plaque. They should not encroach on the interdental embrasure displacing or disturbing the form of the papilla.
The occlusal surface should be harmonious with the rest of the dentition and not have excessively steep inclines which may cause traumatic injury to teeth or their supporting tissues. It should also have properly formed marginal ridges and proximal form to assist in the efficient shedding of food and prevent its impaction.

More extensive restorations such as full crowns and fixed prostheses should be constructed after full consideration has been given to the need for them and not merely to replace a missing tooth or fill a space. Appearance, function and stabilisation of inter- and intra-arch relationships are all strong indications for fixed bridgework, but the need, in a mouth which, although some teeth have been missing for some time, is not unsightly, functions comfortably and has teeth that are firm and stabilised is not so apparent. Treatment may be fraught with unfortunate periodontal and occlusal consequences which would be better avoided.

The principles of margin location and integrity, and the desirable contours of crowns and bridge retainers are the same as for other, less extensive restorations. Adequate tooth preparation is essential
to allow sufficient space for the materials chosen to be used, without producing bulky overcontoured restorations. Pontics should be highly polished or glazed on the undersurface and have no join between materials in contact with the tissues. They should not cause any pressure on the ridge and should have minimal contact with it. Care should be taken in positioning contact points where bridge units are joined, to ensure that the interdental papilla is not displaced and there is adequate space for cleansing.

The temporary cementation of crowns and bridges for about two months in order to assess any suspected potential for periodontal or occlusal damage has been suggested by some writers and would appear to be a prudent precaution to take. The prostheses can be removed at the end of the trial period and the condition of the surrounding tissues seen and if necessary the appliances adjusted before permanent cementation.

Awareness of the hazards involved and skill in overcoming them are necessary if, whilst attempting to improve patients' appearance and masticatory function, the creation of conditions which are inimical to the health of the supporting tissues of their teeth is to be avoided.
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